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Your Cuba vacation is calling

Summer 2019 - 21 flights a week to Cuba from 3 gateways

Discover an all-inclusive piece of paradise
All-inclusive beachfront resorts, a rich culture, fantastic music, friendly people and plenty of  
activities both in and out of the water make Cuba an ideal choice for a fun-filled holiday with friends,  
a romantic getaway or a family vacation.

Transat offers multiple holiday options:
›   All-inclusive packages: Featuring more than 115 hotels in Cuba  

for all budgets

›   Duo Packages: With our Havana and Varadero Duo package, combine 
discovery of cultural jewels with relaxation on a picture-perfect beach

›   Guided Tours: Cuba, Colours and Aromas introduces 
you to both authentic and contemporary Cuba

*Price for a one-way flight, in a standard seat, from Canada to the South.  
1Per passenger booked on roundtrip Option Plus.

Enhance your clients travel 
experience with Air Transat
For as low as 
$54.50* 
book Option Plus for more privileges 
and services in Economy Class.
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Five years. Fifty-one editions. And thousands of pages 

of content!

This May 2019 issue of PAX magazine that you hold in 

your hands marks the fifth anniversary of the magazine 

itself, and I couldn’t be prouder. This issue comes just 

in time, as the month of May also happens to be Travel 

Agent Month.

Over the last couple of years, print publications around 

the world have been closing their doors. The downfall  

of print journalism is a very tangible and quantifiable 

crisis that’s affected the media industry here in 

Canada, and elsewhere around the world. 

To say that launching a specialized print magazine 

back in 2014 was a bold move would be nothing short 

of an understatement.

But despite this, our company has not only stayed 

afloat, but has also gotten stronger over time. PAX Global 

Media’s continuous efforts and recent acquisition of 

Tourisme Plus has allowed us to add more products 

to our inventory and remain leaders in the industry.

As visionaries, we continue to deliver in-depth print 

coverage of the travel industry’s most polarising issues, 

the uncertainties of innovation, and emerging trends 

to keep an eye out for. In short, we cover everything 

that pertains to a daily life in travel. 

Thanks to you, our readers, and to my experienced 

editorial team, we can say that we’ve accomplished 

our mission.

To this day, PAX Global Media and its subsidiaries 

remains the only combined print and digital media 

enterprise, offered in both English and French, for 

business professionals in the Canadian travel industry.

I’d like to take this very special opportunity to thank 

you, each and every one of you, for your loyalty and  

your diligent readership. We know that it's a very  

precious bond and we are grateful for your unwavering 

support. Thank you, one thousand times!

Each month, we look forward to showcasing a variety 

of work from the industry’s most prominent players, 

and this time around, it’s particularly exciting because 

it’s Travel Agent Month!

In this issue, we chat with Morris Chia, founder of 

Travel Professionals International (TPI), along with 

the company’s CEO, Zeina Gedeon, to learn about what  

it takes it takes to remain a relevant host agency for  

25 years in the Canadian travel industry.

Further inside the pages of this spring edition, you'll 

find our 2019 Expedition Cruise Guide (one of the 

most popular segments among travellers), a charming 

historic hotel in Guadeloupe, as well as the wild 

beauties of Ireland.

Happy reading!

A sincere thank-you
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hile it may seem like yesterday to some, the world of 1994 was  

a very different place: a globe on the verge of a profound 

transformation, thanks to a then-recent concept called the internet 

which was about to go mainstream.

Much like the world at large, the travel industry of 25 years ago was similarly 

poised for change at the hands of the World Wide Web; it’s perhaps fitting, then, 

that 1994 also marked the debut of Travel Professionals International (TPI), 

which would introduce a new agency model that would, in some ways, anticipate  

the effects of the internet on the traditional travel agent.

And as most industry disruptions go, it would take an outsider to apply a new 

approach – in this case, it was TPI Founder and Chairman Morris Chia leading 

the charge, transitioning from the declining fur industry to the world of travel.

“We actually started in an old fur storage facility in 1994 – it wasn’t converted yet  

to an office space!” Chia recalls. “The previous business I was involved in had  

a small travel element – we moved a team from city to city and ended up spending 

$500,000. But my wife and I also have a passion for travel, which is the typical 

comment from folks like us getting involved in the industry because we love it!
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Colton Chia, director of partnerships; Caroline Hay, national director marketing & sales 
engagement; Megan Allen, group financial controller; Morris Chia, founder & chairman;  
Zeina Gedeon, CEO; Christine Winchester, national director sales & professional development.



“I thought maybe travel was something 

interesting that I could get involved in 

but I had no background in it,” he adds. 

“The first step was looking at acquiring  

a traditional agency, but after looking at  

the numbers it didn’t make sense.  

I then looked to the U.S. to see what was 

happening – the internet was coming in 

and I learned about Sabre. I picked out  

the model from the U.S. and thought 

‘maybe this could work in Canada.”

That new approach would involve taking 

office duties off the shoulders of travel 

agents so that they could focus on selling, 

subsequently introducing the concept  

of the independent agent to the Canadian 

market and creating a network of 

affiliated agents with enhanced freedom 

and flexibility to sell travel on their 

own schedule.

Moving into a completely new industry is 

not without its challenges, Chia recalls.

“They say ‘you don’t know what you don’t 

know,’” he tells PAX, describing the learning 

process as “drinking from the firehose.”

“Had I known then what I know today,  

I would have taken a different path. It was 

a challenge because I had no experience; 

we had to hire a manager to apply for 

IATA and we incurred a lot of costs when  

we got going. But we had a few early 

adopters (agents) who believed in us and 

joined us.”

Chia adds that TPI also experienced 

initial resistance from some entrenched 

members of the travel industry, reacting  

to a newcomer bringing a different 

approach that was growing in popularity.

“I wasn’t from the travel business and I 

think people were also resisting similarly 

to when discounters came in,” he says.  

“We were something new and people  

didn’t think it would work.”

Twenty-five years later, the TPI approach 

has been proven to work. Winnipeg, 

Manitoba and Saskatchewan were the 

network’s first key markets until expanding 

in 1997 to Ontario with the establishment 

of its Toronto office. Growth has continued 

from coast to coast, with an especially 

strong presence in Atlantic Canada, which 

accounts for approximately 20 per cent of 

TPI’s membership, Chia says.

It’s interesting to note that the travel agency 

approach introduced by TPI coincided with 

the advent of the online age and seemingly 

predicted the impact the internet would 

have on travel agents in just a few short 

years: with a world-wide resource for 

travellers to conduct research and, 

eventually, make their own bookings, the 

role of the agent would need to evolve from 

a purely transactional position to that of a  

knowledgeable and trusted advisor.

“I saw back in the 1990s, agents had  

the power because of GDS,” Chia says. 

“Their skill sets were not yet developed 

to get to know customers better – to know 

exactly what their customers wanted and 

all of the follow-up and touch points that 

other industries have moved forward. 

That was what made me realize that  

we can further enable them by having all 

  
  
  
  

Morris Chia and his son Colton Chia
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of the back-office services handled so that 

agents can focus on selling.”

Chia points to the Canadian real estate 

sector for an example of the approach  

he has brought to the travel world.

“ReMAX is a great example, where  

their agents are focused on dealing with 

customers and the office maintains all 

of the licensing and administration, and 

really put most of the revenue back to  

the agents that are producing it.”

That evolution was hastened by the events 

of Sept. 11, 2001, which caused a ripple  

effect across global political, social 

and economic fault lines, including  

the travel world.

“Over time, with the advent of Sept. 11 

and OTAs putting so much pressure on 

the agents,” he says, “those who have not 

evolved to know their customers better 

– to be more than an order-taker – have 

essentially been wiped out; anyone left 

doing that is hanging on by a string.”

While he’s now an industry veteran, Chia 

explains that his former status as a travel 

newcomer has shaped his approach to 

leadership and management.

“I believe in finding the right people, 

since I wasn’t from the travel industry 

originally. “I always look to find someone 

smarter and once you’ve found them,  

don’t be afraid to let them run with it. I’m 

not a micro-manager.”

To that end, following a realignment of 

TPI’s sales and marketing team in 2017, 

Chia brought on travel industry veteran 

Zeina Gedeon as CEO, bringing years of 

industry experience from TravelBrands  

and Air Canada Vacations to the role.

“I have an easy job!” Gedeon tells PAX. 

“The leadership team is really good; 

they understand the advisors and more 

importantly, they’re always learning, 

which allows them to help the advisors 

even more. If they’re too close-minded,  

it doesn’t help the advisors or TPI.”

That focus on education and agent support 

– spearheaded by a leadership team that 

have all previously served as travel advisors  

- has paid off for several TPI agents, who are 

welcomed into the network’s Chairman’s 

Circle for annual sales of $2 million or 

more. Chia and Gedeon explain that  

the education aspect at TPI has focused on 

several niches – including cruise, luxury 

and adventure travel – to help agents 

boost their selling power and expand 

their client base.



When he’s not in the office or travelling the world, Chia tells PAX that there’s one  

place in particular where he can be found.

“Travel is in my blood but I also like to be close to a lake or any body of water,  

as I enjoy water skiing. That gives me a grounding. I just generally like spending 

time with friends and family.”

After a visit to Ireland’s Ashford Castle, which hosted TPI’s Chairman’s Circle  

in April, Chia says that South America is the next region on his travel wish list that  

he wants to see more of.

Looking back on 25 years of success,  

Chia notes the industry ’s changing  

opinion of independent agents; while 

“outside agents” were once an addendum 

to a travel agency’s retail operations,  

the market has since shifted gears to view 

these agents as an integral part of the travel 

landscape, evidenced by the growth of  

the home-based market over the years.

“It’s interesting to look at 25 years ago 

when there was so much resistance to 

today, when everyone wants to be like 

us,” Chia says. “We’ve almost become 

mainstream; back then we weren’t. We 

were ‘the other company.’ Now everyone 

wants a piece of that.

“I’m most pleased that it gives the 

compensation back to the advisors.  

Back then, no one earned $100,000. 

$200,000? It was unheard of! The advisors 

work their butts off to generate those 

numbers and they’re getting rewarded  

for it. We’re part of that process to help 

them earn that kind of money.”

Special thanks to the East Room for providing  

the location for this month’s cover photo shoot / 

50 Carroll St, Toronto

  
 
 
 

  
  

  

Morris Chia with Zeina Gedeon
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v e l y n  C a s a u b o n  f o u n d e d  

Wellness Destinations in 2017  

and has official ly  b een an 

outside agent since May 2018. Like 

most self-employed workers, her office is  

her home. 

But it's out of the question for her to confine 

herself to the four walls of her house. 

"From the beginning, I chose several 

strategies to avoid finding myself isolated," 

she says.

Although she has a home office, she doesn’t  

hesitate to work from a café or library 

from time to time. Regular meetings 

with customers or partners offer her the 

opportunity for one-on-one interactions.

Casaubon also wants to find a networking 

a s s o c i a t i o n  t h a t  a l l o w s  f o r  m o r e 

engagement. “I'm shopping around for 

the right organization," she says.

She has tried several,  such as the 

International Wellness Network (RIME) 

and women's groups, such as Heart 

Link Quebec. She also regularly attends 

conferences and trainings, which usually 

includes a networking component.

 

An organization that commits to its 

members and delivers what it promises. 

One meeting a month in a networking 

organization would be adequate, as long  

as the cost remains reasonable. But 

above all, she’s seeking a network whose 

members, beyond the profession or  

the fact of being in business, possess  

values similar to her own. 

"I'm looking for a group of people with 

whom I feel good and who will allow me 

to evolve, while also adding value to my 

small business," she says.

Chantal Laporte, a travel agent at Espace 

Voyages, has been an outside agent since 

October 2014. She sometimes works 

full-time. However, at other times,  

she’s balancing another job. 

To avoid isolation, she uses a lot of 

social  media, including Facebook.  

She participates in several specialized 

groups, such as Travel Professionals or 

Quebec Travel Counsellors.

Laporte is also a director at the External 

Advisors Group.

"It's interesting, because this group brings 

together external agents, and more often 

than not, it's those who are just starting 

out, who can therefore share similar 

experiences," Laporte says.

  
  

  

 

  

By Jean-François Venne
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INSIGHT
EXPERIENCES

DELICIOUSLY 
AUTHENTIC 
DINING

TRAVEL AND 
STAY IN STYLE

SMALLER  
GROUP 
CAMARADERIE

SEAMLESS, 
STRESS-FREE 
TRAVEL

THE MAGIC OF AN
INSIGHT EXPERIENCE

INSIGHTVACATIONS.COM
#INSIGHTMOMENTS

COUNTRY ROADS OF SCOTLAND | 9 DAYS 
From Edinburgh to Glasgow with 13 Included Experiences

For more information, call 1.800.387.8490

Without necessarily revealing their best 

tips (they’re still competitors after all) they 

discuss various situations and, in turn,  

help each other in order to better manage 

their customer experiences.

Laporte also plans to participate in 

networking activities. She attended 

an event organized by Entrepreneurs 

Networking Live. The members of this 

group organize parties about once  

a week. 

" You can attend conferences, chat 

with friendly people, and discover 

some of the services you may need in  

your practice," she says.

Many other opportunities to break  

the isolation and network is presented 

to outside agents, she adds, naming 

bulk brochures, presentations from 

tour operators, hotel chains or various 

tourist offices. 

L a p o r t e  a l s o  t a k e s  a d v a n t a g e  o f 

familiarization trips aimed at discovering 

hotel chains and new destinations in 

order to network with representatives 

and hoteliers.

When asked if she feels as though there’s 

a risk of isolation by working as a self-

employed person, she responds that it is 

actually less of a risk than a choice.

" With so many options out there in terms 

of networking and exchange groups,  

it’s almost impossible to feel isolated,” 

she concludes.

  
  

  
• social networks (Facebook, 

LinkedIn, Twitter, Instagram, etc.); 

• chambers of commerce and young 

chambers of commerce;

• associations and groups related to 

your activity sector;

• conferences and trade shows 

related to your activity sector;

• entrepreneurial workshops, 

events, and trainings;

• business clubs

• personal networks (gender-

based, community-based, 

language-based, etc.); 

• graduate associations

Source: Entreprises Québec



The number of Canadian travel professionals 

in 2018 represented by the 1,500 registered 

agencies who are members of the Association 

of Canadian Travel Agencies (ACTA). 

 The number of travel 

agents who received 

security awareness 

training from ACTA through its ongoing PCI 

DSS compliance initiative. The new industry 

standard, which aims to reduce incidents of  

credit card fraud, came into effect for Canadian 

travel agencies on March 1, 2018. 

(and counting)

The amount of TICO (Travel Industry Council of 

Ontario) exams written by Ontario travel agents 

and agency managers/supervisors between  

July 1, 2009 – the date the exams were introduced –  

and March 31, 2018. The exam is mandatory for  

Ontario travel agents and agency managers under 

TICO’s Education Standards.

 

 

 The amount in dollars required by 

Quebec travellers to contribute to the 

province’s travel Compensation Fund. 

As of Jan. 1 this year, the Office de la protection 

du consommateur Quebec (OPC) announced that 

as long as the fund remains above $75 million, 

travellers are not required to pay the contribution 

fee of $1 per $1,000 of travel services purchased 

through a registered Quebec travel agency. 

The maximum amount per event that British 

Columbia’s Travel Assurance Fund will pay out to 

assist travellers who do not receive the services  

they paid for.  Licensed travel businesses in  

the province contribute 0.05 per cent of their total 

gross sales, with a minimum payment of $100  

per fiscal period.

Sources:  ACTA, TICO, Consumer Protection BC,  
Office de la protection du consommateur Quebec
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Happy Travel Agent  
Appreciation Month. 
Trip Advisor recently named WestJet ‘Best airline in Canada’ for the 3rd year in a row and 

we couldn’t have done it without you. It’s one of the many reasons we celebrate travel 

agents for the entire month of May. Consider it our way of thanking you for your endless 

support as we build our network and become a global carrier together. So here’s to you 

and continuing to provide your clients with travel experiences they’ll never forget.  

Print Ad - TA Appreciation Month - EN 0419       1060473_CMYK.pdf  





hen setting up an event, regardless if it’s big or small, organizers 

quickly learn that curbing costs can be a very large beast  

to tame.

Costs must be addressed very early on in the process after the underlying  

themes and outcomes trying to be conveyed are identified.

You need to establish a fair and adequate budget that will allow you to create 

the event within certain parameters in order to avoid wasting time dreaming 

up unrealistic concepts.

This doesn’t mean that more money can’t be allocated towards the event during  

the planning process, but it’s best to remain cautious about the scope of 

your own expectations. 

Here are some tips that will help you spend wisely when the time comes  

to plan an event.

By optimizing your budget properly, not only will your client’s needs be met, 

but the event, also, will stay within your own budget and, in turn, ensure 

success for all. 

Nothing is better than establishing group contracts to ensure  

the best prices and the best freebies. You’ll also benefit from 

more adequate and flexible payment terms.

Experienced organizers know that it’s always better to book 

multiple services in advance as soon as possible. This allows 

access to cheaper rates and a wider selection of options.  

It also lets organizers avoid last-minute additions, which can 

be very expensive. 

Confirming a place sooner, rather than later, is also key. Once  

a venue is reserved, all the other decisions will fall into place.

One should also consider the impact of the date of your event. 

Room rental fees may be reduced or more affordable on certain 

days of the week.



Don’t underestimate your negotiating power! 

One way to make sure that you get the right 

price is to request two to three submissions. 

Analyze them, compare, and play the  

competition off each other.

On the other hand, if you’re still working with 

the same suppliers, negotiate wholesale 

rates and explain that you will use their 

services X number of times in the coming 

year. Business loyalty pays off so long as it's 

a win-win relationship.

If it’s obvious that you need to put together  

a team of professionals, you should also 

consider hiring volunteers. The right 

volunteers can bring tons of value to your event. 

Get closer, for example, to schools with 

hospitality and tourism programs. Very 

often, students must complete internships 

and undergo real-life training before 

pursuing a career in the field, making them 

ideal candidates.

It’s good to collaborate and hire as many local 

suppliers as you can. 

It ensures you’re promoting and supporting 

local businesses in the community; not only  

will it pay dividends for your company’s 

reputation, it could even help establish 

relationships with suppliers who may be keen 

to work out a deal with you for future events.

Hiring local suppliers can also help you save 

on transportation expenses. In addition to 

saving money, you’re also reducing the chance  

of potentially expensive problems such as lost 

or delayed deliveries and customs issues.

When organizing an event, it's important to 

have a clear overview of your budget by getting 

as many submissions as possible.

First, determine what is essential and 

immutable in the organization of the event; 

these are the fixed costs that you can’t reduce 

or eliminate, including venue rental fees 

and catering.

Next, decide what is critical to the success of 

the event in terms of brand awareness and 

the effect on the collective memory of the 

guests, costs such as promotional materials 

and audiovisual equipment.

Once the mandatory spend is covered, you can 

take the leftover cash and fine-tune the details 

to create an event that will really make an 

impact on attendees. It’s important to never 

forget the power of the ‘wow’ effect: you could 

hire an interesting keynote speaker, upgrade 

the door prizes in your contest or spend extra 

on premium giveaway gifts – it’s up to you!
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You had me at Hyatt ...
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By Blake Wolfe 

Calls for travel agents to specialize are nothing new.

any advisors can find themselves in the cycle of selling what they 

know: a loop of go-to resorts, sun destinations and cruise itineraries  

that are guaranteed sellers offered by agents from coast to coast.

But when approached from the vantage of personal experience rather than  

familiar products, ‘selling what you know’ can become a very valuable 

maxim indeed.

To celebrate Travel Agent Month, PAX speaks with five agencies, each 

focused on a specific niche of the travel ecosystem, and each well-versed in  

their respective specialty.



   

Destination weddings in romantic hotspots.

   

Two agents (with plans to grow that number) and three 

subcontractors, all working to make clients’ wedding dreams 

come true.

   

A wedding planner in Calgary since 2006, Amira Harris saw a 

demand from her local clients for destination weddings. Two 

years later, she graduated from a local travel agent program and 

switched exclusively to booking clients’ nuptials in locations such  

as Mexico, the Caribbean and Hawaii – and the relationship is 

still going strong!

“It was the demand of the clients that made me shift our business;  

now, we don’t do any local weddings – it’s only destinations,” Harris 

tells PAX. “I always assumed that a travel agent was the easiest  

job in the world – I learned quickly that’s not the case!”

   

Switching business models meant that Harris had to build 

relationships with a new host of suppliers – including resorts, 

destinations and airlines – from the ground up. 

In turn, these new relationships have resulted in client referrals 

from across Canada, Harris says, as well as through previous clients 

referring friends and family. And when it comes to referrals for 

a destination wedding planner in 2019, the undeniable power of 

social media must be factored in.

“I’m part of the older generation but most of our clients are 

millennials, so we have to be tech-savvy. We’re on all social media 

channels – Instagram, Facebook, Pinterest. That’s where our clients 

are seeing these travel destinations.

“I recently had a client contact me who said that she had been 

following us on social media for four months. She reached out 

because our social media presence showed her that we’re the type 

of business that she’d like to work with.”

   

Offering a boutique agency approach, Harris says that it’s her 

attention to detail and a “quality-over-quantity” approach that 

sets her apart – important factors to consider for a couple planning 

their special day.

“We have an initial discovery call with every single one of our 

clients, which is a requirement for us,” she says. “We do a lot of due 

diligence and research right from the start. It’s a very personalized 

service and we only take on a certain amount of clients.

“Sometimes a destination wedding isn’t for everyone; we get calls 

where I talk to them and let them know it won’t be right for them 

after I see the type of buyer they are and it’s going to cause them 

a lot of stress. 

“I think that’s why we attract the clients that we do – they want 

their hand to be held throughout the process.”

Amira Harris



   

Golf packages ‘fore’ groups.

   

One avid golfer and a custom-built booking engine.

   

What began as a hobby in web design for Kelowna, BC golfer 

Ross Marrington more than 20 years ago has since evolved into  

a full-time online niche travel agency, specializing in golf  

vacations in Western Canada and to popular golf destinations 

worldwide, including Palm Springs, Scotland and Ireland.

After purchasing the BC Golf Guide web domain and registering 

as a travel agent, Marrington began investing in a custom  

booking engine for the site, prioritizing an efficient, user-friendly 

approach for both clients and himself.

“I’ve spent a pretty penny on my website,” Marrington tells  

PAX. “Every year, if I think of a new feature that will automate  

the system further, I’ll contact my programmer to write the code.  

It’s my storefront, so I have to invest in these efficiencies.”

   

A fixture at golf shows in Western Canada, Marrington also 

hits the links to spread the word about BC Golf Guide directly.  

This word-of-mouth approach has paid off, with approximately  

60 per cent of his clients making repeat bookings. 

“I’m social and when I’m out golfing, I’ll let the other golfers  

know at the courses I’m playing,” he says. “I’ll also occasionally  

play a round with a group and post that on the site so that people 

can see I’m real and that I’m not just a website. I also start emailing 

past guests in the fall to see if they want to rebook their annual 

trip with me."

Having a current social media presence is key for an online 

business, Marrington says. While most clients aren’t booking 

based on his Facebook page alone, regular updates help him 

“buy credibility.”

“They go there to see what I’m all about and if they see a post  

from eight months ago instead of something recent, they might 

start to question things.”

   

Clients planning a golf getaway can book everything they need 

with one URL, Marrington says, while his strong relationships 

with suppliers can also pay off for both parties, he adds.

“I’m a one-stop shop for coordinating it all, especially 

if they need things like a shuttle or dinner reservations. 

Depending on where they’re going, I get preferred rates 

so I can put a little margin on it and still come out the same,  

more or less.”

And Marrington’s extensive knowledge of the courses he books 

also comes in handy for travellers – especially those with  

PGA Tour dreams and mini-putt skills.

“I can also steer golfers away from courses that may be above  

their skill level and toward courses that they can handle!”

Ross Marrington
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TAKE THEM TO ORLANDO
TO PLAY!

Making your
dreams travel™
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Booking and organizing trips to the happiest place(s) on earth.

  

Twenty-seven “huge Disney fans” from across Canada, including 

representatives in Ontario, British Columbia, Saskatchewan  

and New Brunswick.

  

A self-described “Disney fanatic” with a media 

background, Toronto’s Sandra Pappas Halket found 

herself becoming a travel agent after she took her 

decades of Disney experience to help a neighbour 

book a family vacation.

With Disney vacations a popular yet complex product 

to book, Halket responded to that need by launching 

Click The Mouse in 2014, a Disney-focused agency 

that plans vacations to the company’s theme parks 

faster than you can say ‘Bibbidi-Bobbidi-Boo.’

“There’s such a huge need for people looking for 

help with Disney, because it’s a very involved process 

to plan a trip there,” Halket tells PAX. “I decided 

that as a travel agent, I wanted to sell something 

I’m familiar with and that I can speak to through 

my experience.”

  

In addition to travellers approaching the agency directly, Halket 

says that the complexity of planning a Disney vacation often results 

in Disney transferring direct bookings to Click The Mouse for 

Halket and her team to complete the planning process. Dubbed 

an ‘Earmarked Agency’ by Disney, Click The Mouse has been 

certified as an Authorized Disney Vacation Planner since 2016.

“After they book directly with Disney, we typically get a letter that 

says they need a hand and we take the booking over,” she says.  

“A lot of the feedback we get is clients expressing surprise and  

relief that Click The Mouse helps with the often-extensive 

planning process that comes with a Disney vacation.”

Many Click The Mouse reps are also active bloggers and social 

media users, Halket says, reaching out directly to potential clients; 

for example, one Ontario agent has a Facebook group for parents 

with 117,000 members and counting, while blogs run by team 

members, such as Mickey Chatter and Canadian Disney Blog, 

have also attracted a strong following.

   

With the entire team at Click The Mouse consisting of veteran 

Disney park-goers, that experience allows for both a smooth 

planning process, as well as insider tips for what to see and do.

“Through trial and error by going every year, you acquire the 

tips and tricks to maximize your trip,” Halket says. “That only 

comes through visiting; you can read all the blogs and absorb all  

of the information out here, but once you actually are in the park, 

that’s when you discover these things.”

Halket adds that the agency also has access to Canadian offers  

at Disney parks and takes into account the Canada-U.S. exchange 

rate when booking.

“When you work with us, it’s like working with an extension  

of Disney; we’re up to date on the latest products and trained  

by Disney. We start your vacation before you even get there.”

Sandra Pappas

Click The Mouse team members and representatives of The Walt Disney Company 
Canada Parks & Resorts at Disney Parks Canada’s Toronto office in December 2018.



   

As the name implies, only the finest hotels, resorts  

and experiences.

  

Nine advisors ensuring clients enjoy the lap of luxury.

  

A qualified gastroenterologist, Toronto’s Dr. Nabeel 

Alateeqi prescribed himself a new career path in 2012. 

With some coaxing from partner Andrew Satkowiak, 

Alateeqi took his decades of travel experience and turned 

it into a business, with a focus on luxury accommodations 

and experiences.

“I was already travelling with my family from nine months 

on summer holidays,” Alateeqi tells PAX. “By 18, I had  

seen nearly all of Europe, Japan, Singapore, the U.S. and 

Russia. When I was in medical school, I stopped travelling 

but when Andrew and I met in 2002, we travelled a lot – 

more than 60 countries!”

With that, The Luxury Travel Agency quickly became a full-time 

focus for Alateeqi and Satkowiak.

“We sell everything – hotels and resorts are the main thing,  

but the longer we’ve been in this business, the more clients  

come to us and say ‘I want to do a trip, I don’t know where –  

help me!’” adds Satkowiak. “When we first started it was  

‘book me this hotel, book me that hotel.’ Now it’s ‘I want everything’ 

– tours, transfers and activities, you name it.”

   

With a focused product and clientele, The Luxury Travel Agency 

operates strictly on a word-of-mouth basis. 

“We do an excellent job and people love what we do so they tell 

their family and friends,” says Alateeqi.

While some agencies may want as many bookings as possible, 

Satkowiak explains that the company prefers to take on  

a select number of clients so that a full-service experience can 

be provided.

“We all have very full plates right now and the last thing I want  

to do is have clients that we can’t service 100 per cent.”

   

As with many things in life, experience counts, and the advisors 

of The Luxury Travel Agency only sell what they know. And when 

investing time and money in luxury, an experienced advisor  

is especially important.

“We have decades of knowledge and we’ve visited 80+ 

countries,” Alateeqi explains. “Our advisors know what  

they’re recommending.”

“I can give you the advice and assure you that it’s the right property 

for you – I’ve been there and I’ve done that. Canadians only have 

a few weeks of vacation each year, so you really want to spend it 

wisely. If you go and it’s a bad experience, you can’t get that 

time back.”

Dr. Nabeel Alateeqi



TRAVEL FOR ALL

   

Eliminating barriers and making 

travel accessible for everyone.

   

Four agents (and growing!) helping 

clients achieve their travel goals.

   

After being diagnosed with MS at 

29, social worker Tarita Davenock 

of Nanaimo, BC was advised by 

her neurologist to pursue a less- 

stressful career.

Taking her life-long passion for travel, Davenock applied for  

an advisor role at a local travel agency; 10 years later, she has 

utilized her personal experience and created Travel For All,  

a Flight Centre Independent agency specializing in booking  

clients with accessibility requirements, including travellers  

with complex health issues and developmental disabilities,  

as well as a growing number of seniors.

“MS has affected the way I travel and made me realize that 

this is such an under-serviced demographic,” Davenock says.  

“Someone who’s able-bodied can walk into a travel agency and 

book a trip to anywhere in the world – why should it be different 

for someone in a wheelchair?”

  

Approaching accessibility requirements from the perspective 

of a customer service issue, Davenock built her client list 

by directly reaching out to non-profit organizations and 

advocacy groups whose memberships could benefit from  

Travel For All’s services.

In turn, stories on her clients have been shared by these groups, 

spreading the word even further.

“We get the word out ourselves and do very little advertising,  

so word of mouth and social media are huge!” she says.

In addition, many travel agents with clients who require 

accessibility considerations have reached out for her expertise, 

she adds.

   

While accessibility issues are still not at the forefront of most travel 

suppliers’ considerations, Davenock and her team will appeal 

directly on behalf of clients to ensure their trips are made possible.

“The only reason that it improves is because we go around  

the travel suppliers and straight to the resort manager, for 

example, and let them know what’s needed,” Davenock says.

“I just booked a trip for a client to Finland – she wants to stay  

in the Aurora Village cabins so she can see the Northern Lights. 

That’s not the type of thing that people in wheelchairs think 

about doing – or that travel agents think about doing for  

their clients with accessibility needs.”

And by making travel accessible to every, Davenock hopes  

to bring attention to these issues – not only in the industry but 

society as a whole.

“What needs to happen is that disabilities need to be looked  

at not as inconveniences but as opportunities. It doesn’t need to 

be perfect – for example, many of my clients are fine with being 

lifted – they just want to be accommodated. Most importantly, 

they don’t want to be told what they can and can’t do.”

Tarita Davenock
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As you swim through our crystal-clear cenotes, explore our ancient ruins,
and revitalize with our traditional agave treatments, youʼll discover the indescribable

beauty and rich culture that fuels our pride in this one-of-a-kind region. 

With Unlimited Inclusions, golf, local tours, and spa treatments are all included
in your experience, for a 25% service fee. This isnʼt just your discovery

of Modern Mexico, itʼs a reawakening of your senses.  

# M Y U N I C O E X P E R I E N C E   |   U N I C O H O T E L R I V I E R A M AYA . C O M

Explore Modern Mexico
with Unlimited Inclusions



Cycling is one of the best ways to discover the world and immerse  
yourself in a region’s landscapes and local life.  

Here are four epic destinations to explore by bike!

A mythical ascent and a demanding climb that inspires both dreams and fears, this 

route is often used by cyclists in the Tour de France.

Nicknamed the Giant of Provence, Mont Ventoux is the highest peak of the Vaucluse 

mountains, culminating at 1,910 metres above sea level. Isolated and overlooking 

the surrounding hills and wine valleys, the striking mountain is visible from miles 

around. Mont Ventoux is colloquially known as “Mount Bald” because of its barren, 

snow-capped summit and lunar landscape.

Three paved roads make it possible to reach the summit. The most popular is 

undoubtedly the road leading up south, with the road passing through the village 

of Bédoin, a long climb of about 21 kilometres.

Located in northwestern of Thailand, this route has more than 4,000 turns and 

numerous coastlines spreading over 660 kilometres through the mountains and 

densely forested woodlands of the region.

The most motivated cyclists are in for quite a treat, as the entire circuit is the equivalent 

of one and a half times the ascent of Everest. A daunting challenge that’s certainly 

not for beginners! 

However, the ride is well worth it knowing that the province of Mae Hong Son  

is renowned for its beautiful landscapes, rice paddies and fields where cattle and 

buffalo herds graze.

Photo by Alain Hocquel – Vaucluse Provence Attr
activ

ité

Photo courtesy of Tourism
 Authority of Thailand



Located in rural Japan, Shimanami Kaido is a spectacular, 64-km 

cycling network linking Honshu, the main island of the country,  

to Shikoku, the fourth largest.

Between these points, cyclists will ride, well-separated from road 

traffic, through a series of small picturesque islands in Hiroshima 

Prefecture. The route is bristling with bridges, which are all places to 

stop and admire the Inner Sea of Seto. Among them, the Kurushima 

Bridge, which, at 4,045 metres, is the longest suspension bridge  

in the world.

The route will also allow you to discover some treasures that cars 

often pass by without stopping: lighthouses; sanctuaries, including 

Kosanji Temple on Ikuchijima Island; and the citrus orchards of 

Mukaishima Island.

Buenos Aires, the capital city of Argentina, is the perfect place to cycle. 

This cosmopolitan city, with a vivid set of neighborhoods each with its 

own identity and atmosphere, has developed a network of bike paths 

that span more than 130 kilometres on a flat terrain.

Buenos Aires has a reputation for being a city where many things are 

happening outside on the street: its sidewalk cafes are the perfect spots 

to have a traditional South American drink with a friend; the murals  

of old buildings and contemporary works of art that you can admire 

without even getting off your bike; the museums; the city’s colourful 

alleys lined with jacarandas, the subtropical tree that produces a mauve 

flower from May to July; and the tango dancers at Belgrano Park. 

Photo courtesy of JN
TO

Photo courtesy of Buenos Aires City Tourist Board

Photo courtesy of Tourism
 Authority of Thailand
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o you manage your own 

Facebook page, uploading 

photos from your computer 

or mobile phone, without retouching? 

On Instagram, do you go directly into 

the mobile app to publish images 

or stories? 

If so, you are missing out on some 

great tools offered by various online 

platforms that are designed to take your 

digital marketing to the next level. While most of them 

cost money, some are free, too!

 

When it comes to managing your Facebook page, it’s 

usually better to publish content directly on the platform 

itself (desktop or mobile) rather than sharing content  

from a third-party website or app, like Hootsuite, 

SproutSocial or AgoraPulse.

But if you mostly use Facebook to change your profile  

pic or cover, why not experiment with the Canva app? 

Canva is a free tool that allows you to optimize your 

photos and change their dimensions for various posts 

on Facebook, but also on Instagram and other social 

media channels.

Of course, there are some features that you have  

to pay for but the majority of the platform is still  

very affordable.

For those looking to take their Facebook analysis to the  

next level, I also suggest BuzzSumo and FanPage Karma,  

two solutions that provide metrics and statistics that  

can’t be accessed through the 

Facebook analytics module.

 

Instagram is easy enough to use for 

personal use. Business accounts, 

however, are little bit trickier  

to understand. Business profiles 

on Instagram grant access to 

audience statistics, such as how 

engaging your content is — if you 

have a standard profile, you won’t 

see those metrics.

The Iconosquare app has certainly 

been one of my favourites for  

a long time, and even though  

it’s not free anymore, it’s   Home page of Canva

Home page of SEMrush 



inexpensive and very useful in providing oversight  

on statistics and allows you to schedule content and 

even manage contests. 

Social media managers also like to use tools such 

as Later or OnlyPult to manage corporate accounts 

on Instagram because, just like Iconosquare, these 

tools allow you to schedule posts and get interesting 

stats which help you to better understand how your 

published content is performing online.

 

Social media is all well and good, but is it benefiting 

your website?

Everything is relative, especially when it comes 

to the user experience (UX). But, there are still 

some universal criteria that can help and guide 

you, especially when it comes to understanding 

the natural SEO (search engine optimization) of 

your website.

Tools like SEMrush or WooRank provide a wealth 

of information, such as overall website performance 

and speed, the keywords you should be using,  

and even the more technical aspects, such as titles,  

meta-descriptions and important tags that validate 

your website’s authority.

Google can provide you with a package of relevant 

tools (and they’re all free!)

Here are a few to keep in mind:

• Google Analytics: Provides insight on your 

overall site, its users, the time spent on the 

site, the most popular pages, conversion rates 

and much, much more!

• Google Ads: For advertising placement within 

the Google search engine or YouTube, but also 

used to access the keyword planning tool.

• Google Page Speed Insights: This site lets  

you know how Google views your site in terms 

of download speed, which is a fundamental 

aspect of a successful site

• Mobile optimization test: Just enter a URL and  

Google will tell you how it "perceives" this 

page from the point of view of a mobile user. 

Remember: Google now penalizes sites that  

are not mobile-friendly.

Website of WookRank
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6 Months of 
bundle fees 
when you join before May 31st 2019.

FREE
We know making the choice to make a move 
to the independent model is not easy. 
Travel Professionals International (TPI) has 
the solutions to assist you with making the 
transition seamless. We have a support team 
of over 40 staff  dedicated to our advisors. 
You work for yourself but not by yourself.

Need a salary draw 
to simplify the transition? 
NO PROBLEM!

Need a Benefi t plan? 
WE HAVE A WELLNESS 
PACKAGE AVAILABLE FOR YOU.

TPI’s Velocity Rewards and Recognition program 
off ers you between 2-7% in additional rewards 
above your split. Plus, we pay split between 
70-93% on ALL bookings. 
Please give us a call to have a confi dential 
discussion on how TPI can off er you the 
freedom and fl exibility to change your life.

Are you looking to transition 
to working Independently?

CONTACT US 1-866-627 2122 or 
VISIT www.myoffi  ceo� hefuture.com 

YOUR OFFICE OF 
THE FUTURE IS HERE
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xpedition cruising is exploding onto the cruise scene judging 

by the amount of new-builds and the number of ocean cruise 

lines venturing into this market. In this issue, PAX looks  

at what’s hot in expedition cruising, and how you can capitalize on this 

trending market.

It used to be that people saved travelling to the Arctic or Antarctica 

for their bucket list, but today’s travellers want to see polar bears  

in Svalbard, walk with king penguins on South Georgia Island and take 

a hot air balloon ride over the North Pole now – while they still can. 

With experiential travel being a growing trend, cruise lines are racing 

to increase capacity to capture interested guests.

Fewer than 12 cruise lines are offering expedition cruises around the 

globe, and numerous tour operators are offering expedition programs 

on chartered vessels. 

Even mainstream brands such as Celebrity Cruises and Holland  

America Line are in the game, with Celebrity operating a Galapagos 

program and Holland offering its EXC In-Depth sailings. PONANT  

is launching six explorer ships by 2020 and Silversea has  

announced a first-of-its-kind expedition world cruise in 2020.  



Between now and 2021, close to 30 

purpose-built expedition ships will 

come online.

While most expedition ships provide 

basic comfort, a few luxury cruise 

lines are upping their game to cater to 

clients with discerning tastes. Expansive  

suites, champagne and caviar, private 

butlers,  and gourmet cuisine are 

now available to  those who don’t 

want to be “roughing it” while on  

an expedition. 

Luxury cruise line Silversea has converted 

four of its ships for expedition cruising, 

while Crystal Cruises, Scenic, Hapag-

Lloyd, Viking, and Ritz-Carlton will all be 

launching luxury expedition ships within 

the next two years.

  

Expedition cruises are ideal for those 

interested in photography, ornithology, 

wildlife and nature. Look to your local 

outdoor clubs and hobby associations 

for prospects.

Expedition cruising also attracts solo 

travellers, as many cruise lines offer  

a single share program or a low single  

supplement. 

Lastly, talk to your non-cruising clients. 

Expedition guests usually aren’t attracted 

to a mainstream cruise, but will consider 

an expedition cruise for destination 

immersion, cultural enrichment and soft-

adventure travel in small groups.

Clients need to have full  mobility  

in order to participate on an expedition. 

They need to be able to climb gangway 

stairs, step in and out of zodiacs and walk  

on uneven terrain. Older expedition 

ships do not have elevators, doorways 

have high sills to step over and, with  

the exception of some new-builds, none 

are wheelchair-accessible.

   

As expedition ships sail to some 

of the earth’s most sensitive 

regions, tremendous efforts are 

being put in place to minimize 

the impact on these ecosystems.  

This includes limiting the number 

of visitors, and complying with 

stringent regulations while 

ashore.  Advance ship building 

technologies create engines with 

hybrid propulsion that release  

less emissions, and cleaner fuel 

such as liquefied natural gas will 

soon be powering ships.

   

Norwegian exp edit ion l ine 

Hurtigruten is leading the way in 

sustainable cruising by ordering 

the world’s first hybrid-power  

exp edition ships.  MS Roald 

A m u n d s e n  a n d  M S  F r i d t j o f  

Nansen will be launched in 2019  

and 2020 respectively. Nearly  

identical, both ships will have the 

capability to sail under electric 

propulsion for 15 to 30 minutes 

at a time, producing soundless 

sai l ing,  and reducing fuel 

consumption and CO₂ emissions 

by 20 per cent. Designed for 

cruising in the polar regions and 

the Norwegian coast, both vessels 

will have ice-strengthened hulls, 

large viewing platforms, and 

Scandinavian interiors. 
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Utilize bookWINDSTAR ONLINE when you are talking to clients and generate a quote in an instant. Make all 
your bookings online and avoid waiting on hold. Have a client who wants to book at 9:30 at night? Fantastic! 
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A sense of adventure and willingness to face 

the unexpected is also a must. Itineraries  

may be affected by weather and sea conditions, 

especially in the polar regions. Landings may 

be cancelled or substituted and excursions may 

be shortened or revised. While the expedition 

team will ensure everyone still enjoys the cruise 

without compromising on safety and comfort, 

clients should travel with a flexible mindset and 

be adaptable to change.

Due to its  specialized nature,  expect 

expedition cruise per diems to be $500 and 

up. This is definitely the time to sell value 

over price. The opportunity to explore the 

ends of the earth – and to have bragging rights 

to such accomplishments – are the key points 

to emphasize to clients. 

As with any big-ticket purchase that requires 

pre-planning and budgeting, an expedition 

cruise booking does not materialize overnight. 

Plant the seed early and work with your clients  

to realize their dream.
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Top 7 Reasons to 
Book a Hurtigruten 
Expedition Cruise  
to Antarctica
1. LEADER IN POLAR CRUISES
With 125 years of know-how sailing in 
polar waters, our captains and crew 
have deep knowledge of navigating the 
waters of Antarctica and beyond.
 
2. EXCELLENT EXPEDITION TEAM
Our highly-experienced and inspiring 
expedition teams share their expertise 
of the region’s landscapes and wildlife, 
ensuring an authentic and immersive 
Antarctica experience.

3. YOUR BASE CAMP AT SEA 
Our purpose-built expedition vessels are 
specifically designed to navigate in polar 
waters and will serve as a comfortable 
base camp at sea for your adventure to 
Antarctica.
 

4. MORE OPTIONS TO EXPLORE
From kayaking by icebergs or 
night camping under the Antarctic 
sky to photographing astounding 
concentrations of wildlife, we offer 
more ways to connect with your inner 
explorer.

5. ANTARCTICA AND BEYOND
Hurtigruten offers unique itineraries 
to Antarctica, along with options 
to combine your expedition with 
explorations of South Georgia, the 
Falkland Islands, Patagonia, and the 
Chilean fjords.
 
6. COMMITMENT TO ANTARCTICA 
Hurtigruten is an industry leader in 
sustainability with a deep commitment 
to preserving the waters of Antarctica 
and its marine life.

7. EXCEPTIONAL VALUE 
Hurtigruten’s unrivaled Antarctica 
expeditions are an outstanding 
value that provide an abundance 
of memorable and life-affirming 
experiences.

ANTARCTICA | ALASKA | ARCTIC CANADA & NORTHWEST PASSAGE
GREENLAND | ICELAND | NORWAY | SVALBARD

Launching in spring 2019,  
MS Roald Amundsen will 
be the world’s first hybrid 
electric–powered cruise 
ship followed by MS Fridtjof 
Nansen in summer 2020.

A NEW ERA OF POLAR 
EXPLORATION IS HERE

BOOK TODAY!

+1 (866) 552-0371
HURTIGRUTENAGENTS.COM

THE WORLD’S  
FIRST HYBRID  
ELECTRIC-POWERED
CRUISE SHIPS  
IN ANTARCTICA

Contact Hurtigruten 
today!



             

  

  

    
  

 

 

  

 
  

  

     

   

   

PAX presents the 2019 Expedition Cruise Guide, a handy chart to help you present options to your clients. 
Depending on demand, programs and itineraries may vary from season to season. For the most current 
deployment, always check the cruise line’s website. 
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All images of Celebrity FloraSM are artistic renderings based on current development concepts, which are subject to change without notice. Celebrity FloraSM and FloraSM 
are trademarks of Celebrity Cruises. ©2018 Celebrity Cruises Inc. Ships’ registry: Malta and Ecuador. 

Experience the untouched beauty and wildlife of the Galapagos 
Islands on Celebrity FloraSM, the first ship designed exclusively for 
this awe-inspiring destination. The outward-facing design brings 
you closer to your captivating surroundings than ever before. The 
all-suites accommodations are the largest and most luxurious 
in the islands. And with state-of-the-art technology, sustainable 
materials, and leading-edge design, Celebrity Flora is as eco-
friendly as she is stunning. This is where extraordinary creatures 
meet extraordinary creature comforts. 

Limited Availability. Incredible Offers. Book Now. 
To learn more, visit CruisingPower.com

STEP ABOARD
THE GALAPAGOS ISLANDS.
Celebrity Flora —sailing May 2019.

All images of Celebrity FloraSM are artistic renderings based on current development concepts, which are subject to change without notice. Celebrity FloraSM and FloraSM 
are trademarks of Celebrity Cruises. ©2018 Celebrity Cruises Inc. Ships’ registry: Malta and Ecuador. 
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Discover the Arctic 
WITH

Offer is valid for new individual reservations made by May 31, 2019. Onboard credit is 9,000 NOK (Norwegian Kroner), per person based on double occupancy. Onboard credit has no cash value, is not redeemable for cash, 
not transferable and will expire if not used by 10:00 pm on the last evening of the cruise. This offer cannot be combined with any other promotion except the Ambassador and Child offers. All references to 
Hurtigruten are: © 2019 Hurtigruten. All rights reserved. Ships’ Registry: Norway. For full terms and conditions, see www.travelbrandsagent.com or contact us. 

Find us on Facebook
Your TravelBrands BDM

Access Bookings: TravelBrandsAccess.com
OR CALL: 1-844-5-TBRAND (827263)

© 2019 Encore Cruises is a wholly-owned division of 2515589 Ontario Ltd. B.C. Reg. # 3597. Ont. Reg. # 50012702. Quebec permit holder # 703 343. 5450 Explorer Drive, Suite 300, Mississauga, ON L4W 5N1

Book by May 31, 2019

[  
F8

59
3 

 ]

Book an Arctic sailing & receive 

9,000 Norwegian Kroner Onboard Credit
OBC is per person; approx. value of $1,000USD 

Connect with your inner 
explorer on an expedition 
cruise with Hurtigruten.  
Sail to uninhabited Franz 

Josef Land to search 
for polar bears; discover 
Iceland’s volcanoes and 
Greenland’s spectacular 

wilderness; or look for 
whales and walrus in  

the Arctic waters.

MS FRAM  
May 26, 2019 

10- days Iceland, Jan Mayen  
and Spitsbergen – Arctic Islands Discovery

June 27, 2019
15- days Spitsbergen, Jan Mayen  

and Iceland – Arctic Islands  
Exploration 

September 12, 2019
15- days Greenland, Newfoundland  

& Labrador – Untouched Wilderness  
and National Parks

MS ROALD AMUNDSEN  
July 26, 2019

12- days Ultimate Fjord  
& National Park Experience 

MS SPITSBERGEN  
July 1, 2019

12- days Iceland, Jan Mayen  
and Spitsbergen – Arctic Islands Discovery

September 12, 2019
15- days Sailing North of 80°  

to the Russian Arctic

APPLICABLE SAILINGS
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©2019 NCL Corporation Ltd. Ships’ Registry: BAHAMAS and USA     38944  01/19

Greece Norway

EUROPE’S LEADING 
CRUISE LINE 

(11 YEARS IN A ROW)
World Travel Awards

Russia

MORE SHIPS. MORE EUROPE.  
MORE EXTRAORDINARY EXPERIENCES.

Six ships cruising from seven departure ports in 2019.

Your clients can explore an incredible variety of cultures on the fleet named Europe’s Leading Cruise 
Line 11 years running by World Travel Awards. More ships, including one of our newest, Norwegian 
Getaway, as well as our most awarded ship, Norwegian Epic, are coming to more of Europe. From 
the majesty of the Scandinavian fjords to the streets of Amsterdam, a European vacation like no other 
awaits. Whether they’re cruising from Barcelona or Venice, they can see the sights on their schedule 
with no set dining times. Book a cruise in Europe so unforgettable they’ll remember to make a return trip.

Norwegian Getaway, Sweden



t’s been a long time since Croatia 

made headlines for conflict in  

the 1990s. More than 25 years later,  

the country is now a leading destination  

in the Mediterranean, with many cities 

showing off their cultural heritage (and 

not just Dubrovnik either). 

Croatia’s popularity today is partly thanks 

to Dubrovnik. 

Known as “the pearl of the Adriatic,"  

and a listed UNESCO World Heritage Site, 

Dubrovnik is the country's architectural 

treasure, thanks in part, to the thick 

medieval walls that surround it. The 

battlements are one of the easiest ways  

to admire the city’s splendor, with its red 

tile rooves and the opulent palaces that 

once housed nobles.

However, the city with a thousand and 

one superlatives is a victim of its own 

success with narrow streets that struggle 

to accommodate and contain a steady flow 

of tourists.

Dubrovnik deserves tourism, but more 

than just as a result of day-tripping cruise 

visitors. Stay overnight and discover 

its marvels the way they were meant to 

be discovered!

Like Dubrovnik, many cities on the 

Dalmatian coast have been fortified 

throughout history. 

Among them, Ston, a former military fort 

that, to this day, still has its monumental 

defences, including a rampart of five 

kilometres —making it the biggest one 

in Europe— winding uphill to the nearby 

town of Mali Ston.

The Sea Organ of Zadar



Another city famous for its old walls is  

the peaceful harbour village of Omiš.

Located where the Cetina River and  

the Adriatic Sea join waters, Omiš is  

surrounded by steep cliffs and has  

been the scene of various historic battles  

over the years.

Nestled approximately 150 kilometres  

from Split, it’s a destination that’s 

beginning to gain some recognition;  

Lonely Planet has included Zadar in its  

list of 10 cities to visit in 2019.

Visiting this modestly-sized peninsula 

— at just four kilometres long and 500 

meters wide— is a thousand-year journey 

through time and history. Zadar is a real 

crossroads of peoples and civilizations 

that saw, in turn, the Slavs, the French,  

Austro-Hungarians and Yugoslavs taking 

advantage of its central geographical 

position in the Mediterranean.

Though less extravagant than Dubrovnik 

and Split, Zadar has a created its very 

own tourism attraction: Sea Organ.  

The attraction is an architectural sonic  

art object that produces music through 

waves that hit the stone steps of the 

waterfront and rush into a system of pipes 

and bellows. 

The melody that comes out of it, although 

random, is strangely melodious.

A few metres away, the organ is bordered 

by the "Monument to the Sun" attraction, 

three hundred multi-layered glass plates 

placed on the ground that store energy 

during the day and produce a spectacular 

lightshow at night, evolving to the sound 

of the nearby Sea Organ.

• Croatia has been a member of 

the European Union (EU) since 

2013, but it doesn’t use the Euro. 

Instead, the country has kept  

its own local currency, the kuna 

(kn). It’s approximately $1 CAD for  

every 5 kn.

Dubrovnik, the pearl of the Adriatic

The Monument to the Sun in Zadar
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WE’RE CELEBRATING 
TRAVEL AGENTS 
ALL MONTH!
We thank you for your continuous commitment, support and partnership.

 JOIN THE TRIBE! /Groups/TrafalgarTribeCA



A new destination to many travellers, Montserrat offers a true vacation from the ordinary. 

ocated 45 minutes from Antigua 

by ferry or charter flight, visitors 

to Montserrat will immediately 

notice that the large all-inclusives typical 

of many Caribbean destinations are 

nowhere to be found.

And like neighbours Dominica and 

St. Kitts and Nevis, a mountainous 

landscape provides the canvas for natural 

escapes, perfect for outdoor activities 

and explorations.

  

A British overseas territory, Montserrat 

boasts a large Irish cultural component 

stemming from 17th century settlements 

on the island. This influence is celebrated 

each March with a week-long St. Patrick’s 

Day festival, which in Montserrat also 

commemorates the island’s slave uprising 

of 1768.

In addition to the island’s early settlers,  

the British Invasion quite literally  

reached the shores of Montserrat in 1979, 

when Beatles producer George Martin 

opened his AIR Studios, recording  

albums – 76 in total – for numerous 

legendary acts including Paul McCartney, 

Elton John, The Rolling Stones and 

Stevie Wonder.

The ruins of the studio, closed in 1989  

after  Hurricane Hugo devastated 

Montserrat, can still be seen, a monument 

to some of the biggest hit albums that 

defined a generation.

Memorabilia from AIR and Montserratian 

soca star Arrow (of ‘Feeling Hot, Hot, Hot’ 

fame) can also be found at the Hilltop  

The black sand beaches of Montserrat 
hint at the island’s volcanic nature.

With no all-inclusives, secluded villas are the main 
form of accommodation in Montserrat.
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Coffee House in FogarthyHill, which 

functions as a non-profit café, community 

centre and museum chronicling the 

island’s place in music history.

With no all-inclusives, Montserrat’s 

hospitality sector consists of small villas 

and guesthouses – ideal for travellers  

in search of a unique stay.

Properties of note include the recently-

reopened Vue Pointe Hotel and the 

Tropical Mansion Suites, boasting just 

16 rooms and offering either ocean or 

mountain-view rooms.

For guests seeking a more exclusive 

experience, villas such as Chez Mango 

Luxury Oceanview Villa and Yogilazer’s 

Top View Villa feature 10 and two rooms 

respectively, offering accommodations  

for a wide range of group sizes.

While Montserrat’s volcanic activity helped 

shape the destination’s unique topography 

(including its black sand beaches), such 

beauty comes at a price. 

On July 18, 1995, the previously dormant 

S o u f r i è r e  H i l l s  v o l c a n o  e r u p t e d , 

blanketing large swaths of the island in 

volcanic debris, destroying WH Bramble 

International Airport and the town of 

Plymouth; a large part of the island’s 

south, dubbed the Exclusion Zone, is  

still inaccessible.

While access to Plymouth is prohibited, 

a view of the destroyed town can be seen 

from Garibaldi Hill in Isles Bay. Views 

of the volcano’s devastation can also 

be witnessed from Jack Boy Hill, which 

overlooks the buried town of Trants, 

WH Bramble International Airport and  

the Atlantic Ocean.

V i s i t o r s  c a n  a l s o  l e a r n  m o r e  a t  

the Montserrat Volcano Observatory, 

which monitors activity at Soufrière Hills 

and allows guests to learn more about  

the island’s history.

And for travellers looking to get a bird’s-

eye view of Montserrat, Emerald Isle 

Helicopters can take four to six guests 

on a 20-minute exploration of the 

island, including awe-inspiring views  

of Soufrière Hills.

Ready to explore Montserrat? With  

no direct international flights to the 

destination, Canadian visitors can first  

head to Antigua on Air Canada or  

WestJet and then connect at V.C. Bird 

International Airport with Fly Montserrat  

or SVG Airlines.

Alternately, a ferry named the Jaden Sun 

operates on a regular schedule between 

Montserrat and Antigua and Barbuda, 

as well as Guadeloupe and St. Kitts 

and Nevis.

• Cars in Montserrat drive on the  

left-hand side of the road.

• Forgot to pack a voltage converter? 

It may not be a problem, as most 

hotels and villas in Montserrat offer 

both 110V and 220V power outlets.

• If you bank with Royal Bank of 

Canada, you’re in luck – RBC is one 

of two banks on the island (the other 

being the Bank of Montserrat).
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Montserrat’s musical history is chronicled at the Hilltop 
Coffee House, featuring artifacts from AIR Studios. 
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Property of ADVERTISE
NANCY BENETTON-SAMPATH
nancy@paxglobalmedia.com | 416 581-1001 ext. 304 
Cell: 647 389-2438

A BIG thank you to our industry partners  
for your readership and support which has  

helped to establish PAX magazine  
as the Canadian travel trade’s most prominent  

and only monthly business magazine!

Thank you all for being  
part of these amazing  
and successful years!

LOOK WHO’S TURNING 5 IN MAY! 
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POWER TO THE AGENT

No Registration Fees

No Ticketing Fees

Hide your Markup with 
New Agent-Friendly Tools

Use Multiple Credit Cards
for One PNR

CONSOLIDATOR AIRFARE FOR TRADITIONAL 
AND HOME-BASED TRAVEL AGENTS

www.agenciaglobal.com

Z E R O  F E E S . Z E R O  M A R KU P.





s members of the travel industry, 

how many of us stop to think 

about the history of commercial 

aviation? On a recent FAM to the Republic 

of Ireland and Northern Ireland, PAX 

discovered how interesting that history is, 

thanks to Ireland’s innovative approach 

to immersive tourism.

After landing in Shannon, on the west coast 

of the island, we drove about 40 minutes 

to the Foynes Flying Boat Museum. This 

sea plane museum opened our bleary eyes 

with its walk-through replica of a B314,  

one of the original flying boats. Its tiny 

galley would’ve served multi-course meals 

and there was even a honeymoon suite. 

We also learned that the tiny town of  

Foynes was the gateway for a trans-Atlantic 

route from Newfoundland in the 1930s 

and ’40s. The planes took off from the 

water because that allowed the planes  

to be heavier, accommodating a “luxury” 

experience to compete with cruise lines. 

The immersive experience continued in 

the town’s former airport, which is also part 

of the museum. It was here that Irish coffee 

was born. During a hands-on tutorial,  

we discovered how this combination of 

coffee, cream, and whiskey was directly 

linked to the travel industry. 

Back then, bad weather often forced flights 

to turn around, sometimes several hours 

into the journey. On one such occasion, 

passengers were beyond frustrated.  

Airport staff knew they had to up their 

customer service game and treated  

the irate (and freezing) travellers to coffee 

with “a little something extra.” 

Another 40-minute drive took us to 

King John’s Castle. Located in the heart 

of medieval Limerick City, the castle 

overlooked the majestic Shannon River  

and boasted a new visitor centre.  

It created a deep sense of the tragedy of 

the battles that occurred in this historic 

place. This included faux heads on pikes, 

vivid descriptions of the odours of the 

time (from the sickly stench of chamber 

pots to the scent of drying skins at the 

tannery), and videos of characters in  

various rooms. 

We felt the castle’s weight as we followed 

a catwalk through the underbelly of  

the fortification and breathed misty air 

as we clambered circular staircases to 

the top of a tower for the best view of  

the city. 

About 1.5 hours from Limerick, or  

30 minutes from the city of Galway is 

Cnoc Suain; this is a series of lovingly 

restored thatch roof cottages surrounded 

by stunning scenery. The site has won 

numerous awards for its authentic Gaelic 

cultural immersion, including song 

and dance, baking soda bread in a pot 

above hot coals, and learning how local  

bogs provided peat for heat and moss for  

dressing wounds. 

“We thought it would be older people  

who would be drawn to the immersive 

experience,” said one of the owners, 

Dearbhaill Standún; but through Airbnb, 

she and her husband found younger 

couples love it, especially IT professionals 

looking to disconnect in this Wi-Fi/ 

TV-free zone.
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These were fantastic experiences, but 

for a more city-centric destination, PAX 

recommends Athlone City. It combines 

small town charm with the history 

and culinary experiences of larger 

urban centres. 

Visiting Athlone also offers great value. 

According to tour guide Ann Ellard, that's 

because Athlone is “off many people’s 

radar,” She adds that it's the centre of 

the country, making it an ideal jumping 

off point to the rest of the island or  

a stopover.

Athlone Castle has numerous innovative 

educational components, including 

medieval dress-up (which the adults love), 

statues dressed in anachronistic uniforms 

recreated from repurposed materials (kids 

aren’t supposed to touch, but they can’t 

resist), and the ceiling mirrors over some 

of the displays (selfie heaven for teens). 

Around the corner was Shaun’s Bar, 

the oldest remaining pub in the world. 

It opened in 900 AD and was key to 

unearthing the region’s history as the 

birthplace of whiskey. 

For a foodie experience, we munched 

at the trendy (and delicious) restaurant  

The Fatted Calf and wrapped with a 

peaceful Lough Ree Cruise on a replica of 

a vintage Viking boat. All of this was within 

an easy five minutes walking distance of 

each other.

To round off our trip, we travelled to 

Belfast in Northern Ireland, which took 

the immersive experience to new heights.

The Titanic was built in Belfast, and 

the city’s Titanic museum is housed in  

a modern building that evokes icebergs. 

In the atrium, a guide pointed to the top  

balcony above.  “ That’s  the height 

passengers on the top deck would’ve 

jumped from,” he explained. 

A ride took us through the ship’s 

construction – a beeping S.O.S. signal 

and recordings of the calls for help were 

intensely emotional. 

My favourite experience was Belfast’s  

street art. During the day, we were 

shocked by a Catholic quarter that was 

still separated by a wall from Protestant 

Belfast. The wall was covered in politically 

driven murals that paid homage to Cuban 

revolutionaries, the Tamil Tigers, and  

the Palestinian struggle. 

During a tour (www.seedheadarts.com),  

we learned that in more recent years, 

Belfast street art has been moving away 

from depicting everything through 

Ireland’s “green” or “orange” political lens 

(Catholic vs. Protestant). Images of unity 

are mixed with the downright playful,  

from a boy holding a dove pierced by  

arrows to a kitty cat.

It was the perfect way to round off  

the trip, immersing us in a land of 

leprechauns, war, religion, whiskey, 

and politics.

For more information, visit www.ireland.com 

and www.discovernorthernireland.com.

  

Air Canada launched a seasonal route 

in 2018, flying directly from Toronto to 

Shannon, June to October. Air Canada 

flies Toronto to Dublin year-round and 

Montreal to Dublin July-October. 

Ireland is very driveable (our longest 

drive was two hours). Driving is on the 

left side of the road; some routes are 

winding and have narrow lanes.

Ireland is known for its rain. Bring layers,  

a waterproof shell, scarf, and toque 

(depending on when you go). It can also be  

sunny. Bring sunglasses and sunscreen.

The Republic of Ireland uses the euro. 

Northern Ireland uses pound sterling.

Ballynahinch Castle (ballynahinch-

castle.com). Live like royalty in this castle 

hotel. Set in a private 700 acre estate  

of woodland, rivers, and walks. Visit 

nearby Kylemore Abbey & Gardens.

Hodson Bay Hotel (hodsonbayhotel.com).  

Set on the banks of Lough Ree in the 

city of Athlone, next to the Athlone 

Golf Course. It’s L’Escale Restaurant  

lives up to its award-winning status. 

Lough Ree Cruise tours pick-up/drop  

off right at the hotel.
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Vacations are for kicking back. But for friends, families and couples who want to kick it up a notch, we proudly present 
Reflect Resorts & Spas — the newest brand in the prestigious AMResorts Collection. At these glorious oceanfront 

playgrounds, the expansive inclusions of Unlimited-Luxury® feature extra measures of spirit and vibrancy. In fact, we want 
your spirit to add to ours! So bring your bathing suit and your love of life... and let’s reflect each other’s joyful personality. 

For more information visit ReflectResorts.com

EXPERIENCE UNLIMITED-LUXURY® FOR THE SPIRITED TRAVELER IN MEXICO: CANCUN • LOS CABOS • NUEVO VALLARTA

UNLIMITED-LUXURY®

FOR THE SPIRITED TRAVELER 

Oversized rooms and suites 

Daily refreshed mini-bar with beer, 
soft drinks, juices and bottled water

Unlimited reservation-free 
gourmet dining and snacks

Unlimited top-shelf 
spirits and beverages

24-hour room and 
concierge services

Pool and beach wait service

Active and leisure daytime activities

Supervised Explorer’s Club for kids

Themed parties and entertainment

Reflect Spa*
*Additional fee applies

Introducing Reflect Resorts & Spas



ocated between the towns of Sainte-Anne  

and Saint-François on Grande-Terre, one  

of the main islands of Guadeloupe, the Relais  

du Moulin is a charming four-star hotel and spa 

offering a refined respite to its customers. 

It owes its name to the nineteenth-century mill which 

stands proudly in the heart of the property.

Back in 2016, after falling in love with this historic  

estate, current Guadeloupean owner, Jean-Claude 

Loret, created a hotel project on what was formerly 

called Eden Palm. He then invested in major 

renovations to meet the specifications of the "Hotels 

of Charm and Character" collection of which he  

is now a part of.

"The requirements involve exceptional comfort, 

environment and gastronomy," explains Stephanie 

Zaccarini, marketing manager, as we explore the 

lush greenery of the Relais, where hibiscus and 

bougainvillea unfold profusely.

 

The hotel has a total of 60 accommodations, with 

40 bungalows, 15 junior suites and five superior 

suites, scattered amongst vast flower gardens that  

are maintained with mastery. 

Guests can choose from three categories:

• Colourful bungalows, which have a small terrace 

with views of the gardens. 

• Charming junior suites, which are spread over 

two floors with the mezzanine bedroom and 

a terrace. 



• Superior suites, which have a larger, 

private terrace with a private spa, 

perfect for couples looking for an 

intimate getaway. 

Although the Relais du Moulin is not directly 

adjacent to a beach, water enthusiasts can go 

to Helleux, which is only 700 metres away and 

is particularly popular with surfers, or Bois 

Jolan to discover a calm water cove that’s an 

attractive, translucent emerald colour.

At the scenic Le Mango restaurant, guests can 

enjoy three meals per day. In the morning, 

breakfasts are served buffet-style in the purest 

Franco-Caribbean fashion: with croissants  

and other pastries, cheeses, tropical fruits  

and fresh juices.



Lunches and dinners skillfully bring regional flavours  

to life with, for example, "accras" or creole pudding, 

fish of the day and grilled meats. 

To reinvigorate its programming and to add extra 

excitement for guests, Le Mango offers themed 

evenings three nights a week: Creole on Wednesdays, 

méchoui (whole sheep spit-roasted on a barbecue)  

on Fridays and lobster on Saturdays. 

Before or after dinner, guests can visit the Lounge Bar 

for cocktails to taste the rich collection of white and 

amber rums; the collection is, of course, predominantly 

sourced from Guadeloupean distilleries but also 

from elsewhere around the world. Don’t forget to try 

a ti-punch, the flagship cocktail of the French West 

Indies and the locals’ go-to drink: simply mix lime 

juice with cane sugar and add as much, or as little, 

rum as you’d like. The perfect recipe for a fun, festive  

and authentically Caribbean evening!

The property features a tennis court, a gym,  

a hammam, a pool table, electric bikes and a space 

dedicated to seminars. Additionally, the spa, located 

near the pool, promises beautiful moments of 

relaxation in one of its two dedicated cabins.

It’s impossible not to linger at the property’s landmark, 

the mill from the country’s sugar era, which is now 

an historical monument. The nineteenth-century 

structure, with its striking turquoise propeller, 

serves as an art gallery and features a plethora of 

Guadeloupean artists.

Its spiral staircase, running along the walls, brings 

visitors to the panoramic salon at the top which, as its 

name suggests, offers superb and unobstructed views 

of the surrounding’s forest lush green hills. It is also 

possible to privatize the space for events and weddings.

In the vicinity on the mill are dotted small terraces  

for two to four people, which make for a good place  

to have breakfast or enjoy a drink in the late evening, 

while the cats of the property come to seek out 

attention from visitors.
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THIS MONTH, 
WE’RE SAYING THANKS

Enjoy exclusive travel agent discounts on your personal 
travel and enter for a chance to win a pair of tickets to any 
of our 200+ destinations worldwide!

We’re proud to work with you, our travel agent partners, every day. 
See how we’re saying thanks during Travel Agent Appreciation Month 
at aircanada.com/agents.

These exclusive offers end May 31, 2019.



Just as plane tickets were once printed on paper and smoking was still 
permitted during flights, there was a time when travel agents could 

turn a significant profit on airfare bookings. 

sk any veteran travel agent and 

they can recall a time when 

airlines paid a healthy return 

for putting clients in their seats – as well 

as when those payouts started to decline.

“It started in the mid-1990s,” recalls 

Mary Jane Hiebert, manager of Canada 

One Travel and chair of the board of 

directors for the Association of Canadian 

Travel Agencies (ACTA). “I entered the 

business in 1994 and it was in 1995  

when commissions began to be cut.  

We were making 12 per cent commission 

on airline tickets and that started 

dropping, going to eight per cent. 

That started the process of some travel  

agencies requesting booking fees to  

make up the difference.”

The cuts continued in the wake of Sept.  

11th, 2001 as the aviation industry 

weathered a series of economic setbacks, 

further reducing agents’ commissions 

from eight to five per cent on the base 

fare, the current industry average,  

Hiebert says.

“It varies from class to class,” she says  

of the commission rate, adding that an 

agency’s volume of sales with a particular 

airline can also affect commissions.  

“The airlines have manufactured their 

base fares; for example, from Winnipeg  

to London, one airline may offer a base  

fare of $800 while another pulls money  

out of there and says it’s a tax and they’re 

only going to pay commission on $500.”

In the wake of cuts to commissions, 

however, airlines began increasing 

revenues through another channel –  

the sale of ancillaries, such as checked 

baggage fees, advance seat selection 

and cabin upgrades, all sold directly 

to travellers.

According to IdeaWorksCompany and 

CarTrawler, profits on these products  

have grown dramatically: while total 

ancillary revenue among the aviation 

industry’s 10 biggest sellers of ancillaries 

totalled just $2.1 billion USD in 2007, that 

number ballooned to more than $28 billion 

among the same airlines in 2016.

The companies’ latest report on ancillaries 

estimates that such sales will hit $92.9 

billion worldwide in 2018. 

While such ancillaries can be booked by 

travel agents – often done as a customer 

service gesture – no commissions are 

currently paid on these products. That’s  

a big piece of the pie that travel agents 

aren’t currently enjoying.

“Agencies today, dependent on size,  

the only way they’re making profit is off 

of the base fare, not the taxes,” Hiebert  

says. “Any ancillaries – seat selection, 

baggage, meals – the agencies are not 

making commissions.”

Introduced in 2014, the International 

Air Transport Association’s (IATA) New 

Distribution Capability may allow travel 

agents to share in the ancillary wealth –  

but that will all depend on whether airlines 

are open to the idea.

  

By Blake Wolfe
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Described as a new industry standard 

“launched by IATA for the development 

and market adoption of a new, XML-based 

data transmission standard,” NDC has been 

slowly rolling out over the last four years. 

With a stated goal of “enhancing the 

capability of communications between 

airlines and travel agents,“ the NDC 

standard is open to any third party, 

intermediary, IT provider or non-IATA 

member, to implement and use. 

According to Yanik Hoyles, IATA’s director 

of distribution programs, there are 

currently 66 airlines worldwide that are 

NDC certified (including Air Canada 

and WestJet), representing 60 per cent of  

IATA passenger capacity. 

While the volume of NDC transactions  

is “very low currently,” IATA is eyeing  

2020 as the next milestone in NDC 

implementation, with a goal of having  

20 major airlines (which IATA calls its  

NDC ‘leader board’) achieve 20 per cent  

of sales via NDC. Further out, IATA  

envisions mass adoption of the NDC 

standard by 2025.

Among the potential benefits of NDC 

touted by IATA is a transparent shopping 

experience, as well as access to “full  

and rich air content” for travel agents, 

in which airfare and ancillaries can be 

booked in the same portal, rather than 

toggling between GDS and individual 

airline websites.

But if agents will have enhanced access to 

selling ancillaries via NDC, they also 

want a cut of the action: in a 2015 IATA 

report titled NDC: Travel Agencies’  

Enabler to Success, a survey of travel  

agents from around the world (including 

Canada) found that 70 per cent of  

 
 

 



retail travel agencies surveyed want 

airline-paid commission for selling 

ancillaries via NDC.

“Agents believe they should share 

in the additional revenue they will help 

airlines earn, so it’s understandable 

why they prefer airlines be the parties  

to compensate them to sell ancillaries,” 

the report states. “The ‘what’s, where’s 

and how ’s’  of compensation must, 

for legal and competitive reasons, be 

determined individually between each 

airline and the agencies with which it  

does business. 

“Airlines that decide not to compensate 

agencies for NDC-enabled transactions 

owe agencies clear, rational, and intelligent 

explanations for those decisions as well. 

The one thing airlines can’t do is ignore 

this topic.”

While it’s still the exception to the rule – 

and doesn’t include ancillaries – at least 

one airline has monetized NDC for travel 

agents, providing a possible glimpse into 

the future.

In June 2017, American Airlines announced 

a new agency incentive program that  

will compensate travel agencies $2 USD 

for each AA-marketed flight segment 

booked using an American-approved 

NDC connection. 

Such an approach is yet to be implemented 

in Canada. WestJet spokesperson Lauren 

Stewart tells PAX that currently, “a very 

small number of bookings are made  

via NDC,” adding that at the moment, the 

airline is not considering incentivizing 

agents to book airfare or ancillaries  

through the platform.

Similarly, Air Canada spokesperson Peter 

Fitzpatrick says that while the carrier is 

one of the 20 airlines on IATA’s NDC leader 

board and is “in the process of onboarding 

new partners and adding NDC volumes 

through this channel,” agent incentives  

are not currently part of its NDC strategy.

“Each airline will have their own decision,” 

Hoyles tells PAX, regarding the possibility  

of paying agents for selling airline 

ancillaries. “No one has to do NDC; 

despite that, there are 65 airlines involved  

already. They see value out there. There’s 

no doubt that the players involved will  

find the best way to share that value….  

I don’t think I’ve met one travel agent who 

doesn’t see the value.”

Hiebert is not so easily convinced.

“Right now, there’s no plans to add 

commission for agencies through NDC –  

I don’t think it will benefit commissions 

but it won’t reduce what we already have 

in place,” she says. “They’re (airlines) not 

necessarily making money off tickets –  

but they’re definitely making money 

from checked baggage, change fees and 

seat selections.”
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GETTING 
GLOBAL RIGHT. 
Delta and our global partners are making investments to create a 
more seamless experience for you and your international travelers. 
See what’s next for global travel at PRO.DELTA.COM.



Designed primarily for photographers, the 

Everyday Backpack is also very useful for  

travellers. It easily adapts to all kinds of scenarios,  

and the interior is fully-adjustable thanks to a set  

of dividers. You can easily store 

and retrieve your objects 

t h a n k s  t o  n u m e r o u s  

p o c k e t s ,  b o t h  o n  t h e 

top and on the sides. In 

addition to being very 

stylish, the backpack is 

also waterproof.

$340 for the 20 liters « 

$ 380 for the 30 liters « 

peakdesign.com

 

The brand Mapiful makes it 

possible to create a stylized, 

customized map of any region, 

city or district in the world. Once 

the place has fixed boundaries, 

you can also choose the colour, 

the outline and the legend 

of the map. It’s a nice way to 

remember your trip once you’re  

back home!

U.S. $60 « 

peakdesign.com

  
 

The Epic Bike Rides of the World book,  

published by Lonely Planet, brings together 

200 of the world's best bike locations and 

routes. Very well-illustrated with photographs 

and maps, the book will delight all cycling 

enthusiasts who will easily find their next 

destination to conquer. The book also 

includes a practical guide 

for each itinerary with 

many tips: when to go, 

where to stay, and what to 

bring, for example.

$50 « 

Available in bookstores

  

Moment is one of the best lens 

m a n u f a c t u r e r s  t h a t  a l l o w s 

you to turn your smartphones  

i n t o  a  c a m e ra .  I t  o f f e r s  a 

range of high-quality lenses: 

wide-angle, telephoto, macro,  

fish-eye and anamorphic. They work on any device, 

provided they are properly attached to your cell 

phone’s case. Several models are offered. One is also  

equipped with a battery to increase the overall autonomy 

of the device.

$100 to $150 depending on the lens « 

from $32 U.S. to $100 U.S. for cases « 

shopmoment.com
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Happy Travel 
Agent Day!

Thank you for your dedication and support!
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Now available in Sirev, Sabre Vacations, Galileo, Amadeus
Coming soon to Revnet
OR 1-844-5-TBRAND (827263)  |  TravelBrandsAccess.com

Find us on Facebook
Your TravelBrands BDM

We give you Access to the worldTM

Booking window: April 1 to June 30th 2019. Travel: April 1 to December 31, 2019. Product type: Air & Hotel Dynamic packages in the GDS.  
Condition: A chance to win, every time a booking is made but you must book at least 2 package bookings in the GDS to be eligible. Draw will take place on July 10th, 2019.

TravelBrands Inc., B.C. Reg. # 3597. Ont. Reg. # 50012702 Quebec permit holder # 702 734. 5450 Explorer Drive, Suite 300, Mississauga, ON L4W 5N1.

$10,000FOR 
YOU

Frank DeMarinis,
President and CEO, TravelBrands

We appreciate you and all that you do. Travel Agents are 
our biggest asset and we’d be nothing without you.

Book TravelBrands Air & Hotel Dynamic Packages for a chance to win!

$10,000 FOR YOUR AGENCY

CASH GIVEAWAY!
Build custom packages for your clients to worldwide 

destinations using your existing GDS!
Booking window: April 1 to June 30, 2019  –  Travel: April 1 to December 31, 2019
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AN ELEVATED WAY TO FLY  
INTRODUCING AIR CANADA  
SIGNATURE SERVICE 

Air Canada Signature Service sets a higher standard of premium 
travel by elevating the end-to-end experience from check-in to 
landing. Available now on all international and select North American 

mainline flights operated by our 767, 777, 787 and A330 aircraft.

LEARN MORE 

aircanada.com/SignatureService


